remove. restore. regenerate

The best medical
aesthetic laser on the
market, to improve
all skin concerns
More and more men and women have the desire to improve
their quality of skin and its appearance, seeking a clinically
effective treatment that is fast and desirable results.
Cool Laser inspires clinically significant results in just a few
treatments for those seeking an overall improvement in the
quality and appearance of their skin. The effectiveness of Cool
Laser is in no way affected by skin tone or colour.
Due to the nature of the Cool Laser and lack of damage to the
surrounding tissue (typically caused by the heat generated by
traditional lasers) is what makes this treatment so appealing.

“I was amazed with the results
from Cool Laser; my skin was
noticeably fresher and younger”
“I was overjoyed with the results and how
quickly my acne scaring started to improve”

“Within 2 to 3 days
my skin had a lovely
velvet appearance”

What is Cool Laser?
With its revolutionary short pulse duration, the Cool Laser can deliver
clinically significant results lasting up to 1 year.
The Cool Laser will not only remove these unwanted skin conditions and
signs of ageing, quickly and efficiently, but also, by using a series of
light pulses, it kicks starts the process of developing new collagen and
stimulates cell repair, helping the skin condition to be a thing of the past
and leaving you with totally transformed new skin.

The treatment
Cool Laser treats:

During the treatment

- Fine Lines & Deep Wrinkles

- The skin will be cleansed

- Skin Tightening & Lifting

- Safety goggles worn

- Minimises Pores & Scars

- Optional Local anaesthesia can be applied if necessary

- Reduces Dark Circles

- The laser is directed on to the skin

- Sun Damaged & Aged Skin

- A slight warming sensation is felt

- Pigmentation & Freckles

- Treatment lasts 20-60 minutes depending on area

- All Types of Acne Scaring
- Stretchmark Reduction

- After care Balm and Sunscreen will be applied

Post treatment care

Pre treatment

- Protect the skin from exposure to sunlight and solarium

Do not expose your skin to sun light
or solarium for 4 weeks prior to the
treatment (use sun block, factor
50).

Ensure no make-up, face creams

or perfumes have been applied to
the skin of the area to be treated.
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being treated including after care

- Mole & Skin Tag Removal

Avoid all use of Vitamin A (Retinol).

The results

radiation for 6 weeks after treatment.

- Apply factor 50 sun block.
- Avoid wearing makeup up to 24 hours
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- Skin can have slight erythema after treatment which

can last up to a couple of days depending on the level
of treatment administered

- The Cool Laser treatment includes, a Calming Oxygen

treatment & Collagen Mask. After care products will be

provided, from the clinic, to speed up the recovery and
healing of the skin.

Give your skin a new lease of life
with the Cool Laser treatment.
Put Cool Laser to the test, talk to your Skin Clinic

Specialist today and book your Cool Laser treatment.

97 Queens Road, Weybridge, Surrey KT13 9UQ
Telephone: 01932 841717
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